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Brand-name Lipitor is manufactured by Pfizer, Inc. But Pfizer's actions do raise questions about whether antitrust laws,
which aim to keep market competition fair, have been violated, Gordon says. Generic statins the class of
cholesterol-lowering drugs to which Lipitor belongs are just as good for 95 out of people, Santa says. It seems to be
working. Should they stick with the drug they knew or switch to something less expensive? List of references click here
Lipitor [package insert]. All of the generic versions of Lipitor currently available have an "AB" rating, meaning they
should be equivalent to Lipitor. Besides, Lipitor may not be much different from a variety of other statins that already
are sold as generics, says Dr. Click Terms of Use for more information. Lipitor and Joint Pain.Generic drug availability,
manufacturer information, and patent status on Lipitor. Jan 16, - Lipitor is the most prescribed name-brand drug in
America - nearly million people take it every day to control their cholesterol. Since the statin entered the market in , it's
earned. Brand Names: Lipitor. Generic Name: atorvastatin (Pronunciation: a TOR va sta tin). What is atorvastatin
(Lipitor)? What are the possible side effects of atorvastatin (Lipitor)? What is the most important information I should
know about atorvastatin (Lipitor)? What should I discuss with my healthcare provider before taking. Purchase Discount
Medication! Lipitor Generic Availability Date. Express Delivery, Buy Lipitor Australia. Nov 29, - The million
Americans who take Lipitor for their high cholesterol are in for a pleasant surprise. On Wednesday, the drug's patent
expires, opening the market for cheaper, generic versions of the drug, lowering costs for consumers by about 50 percent.
Top Quality Medications. Availability Of Generic Lipitor. Top Offering, Generic Lipitor Watson Pharmaceuticals. Dec
9, - And what about cost savings from having all these generic atorvastatin pills becoming available? In a perspective
piece in The New England Journal of Medicine, a group of researchers write that "the overall cost savings from the
availability of generic atorvastatin are projected to reach $ billion annually. Lipitor (atorvastatin) is a prescription drug
used to lower blood cholesterol. Common side effects are fatigue, flatulence (gas), heartburn, and constipation. Drug
interactions, dosage, and pregnancy and breastfeeding safety information are provided. Generic Lipitor Availability.
Generic Lipitor tablets are available in the following strengths: Atorvastatin 10 mg; Atorvastatin 20 mg; Atorvastatin 40
mg; Atorvastatin 80 mg. Generic Lipitor is made by various manufacturers, such as Ranbaxy and Watson Laboratories
(the version sold by Watson is actually an authorized. Nov 30, - The world's biggest-selling drug has gone generic.
Here's what the availability of atorvastatin means for you.
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